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Location
Seoul, the Gateway to Asia and Europe
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The Korean Peninsula lies in the center of Northeast Asia. The coordinates of its capital, Seoul, are 37.34° N
and 126.59° E, putting it in close proximity to the Yellow Sea. Seoul is within a three-hour flight from 43 cities
with populations of over one million people. Korea’s location between China and Japan has been a great
geographical advantage for the nation.
The Hangang (River) flows horizontally across Seoul, dividing the city into two sections lying north and south of
the river. There are 25 autonomous districts and 423 administrative “dong” units in Seoul. The city covers 0.28%
of the entire peninsula (or 0.61% of South Korea), and spans an area 30.30km north-to-south and 34.78km
west - to - east.

The position on the planet
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Climate

As of 2018, Korea Meteorological Administration
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Like the rest of Korea, Seoul has four distinct seasons, which means the landscape changes
considerably throughout the year. This unique climate is deeply embedded within Korea’s
cultural fabric.
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Seoul’s average temperature and rainfall by month (unit℃, mm)

Spring in Seoul

Summer in Seoul

Fall in Seoul

Winter in Seoul

Seoul’s average temperature is 12.9°C, and spring
begins around March, when the entire city bursts
into flowers. Many Seoulites enjoy strolling around
Yeouido or other green spaces throughout the city
that are filled with an astonishing display of cherry
blossoms, forsythias, azaleas, and magnolias. This
is the season when the temperature drops sharply
after nightfall. Those planning to visit Seoul at this
time must remember to pack suitable clothing. A
pair of sunglasses and a mask to keep you safe from
inhaling the yellow dust that is carried over from
China during the spring are essential. The air can be
extremely dry, so take extra care if you have sensitive
skin or a sore throat.

Seoul’s long, hot, and humid summer is only
interrupted by sporadic monsoon rains in June
and July. If you find Seoul somewhat quiet during
this period, that’s because many Koreans go on
vacation at this time of year. You will also find people
gathered around the water fountain in front of
Gwanghwamun Square or under a bridge along the
Hangang (River). Banpodaegyo (Bridge) is a popular
spot that offers a fantastic view of the city.

Seoul’s pleasant autumn season lasts from
September to November. Seoul is filled with bright
autumnal colors at this time of year. It is the harvest
season, which is celebrated by showing thanks to
the ancestral deities and spirits. It is also the season
in which people prepare for the imminent winter. In
addition, Seoul Street Art Festival (Hi Seoul Festival),
one of Seoul’s major festivals, is held during this
period. During this time, Changgyeonggung Palace
and Gyeongbokgung Palace are also open to the
public in the evenings, as well as the Seoul Lantern
Festival, which lights up the streets at night, offering
many spectacles.

Due to the strong influence of icy air from the North,
winter is quite cold in Seoul. This is when public
areas all over Seoul open skating rinks. The days
become markedly shorter, and you will see Seoulites
busily going about their business wrapped up against
the cold under myriad flashy neon lights.
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Population

Overview of City Hall

Seoul has a population of 10,025,927 people. [2019 (3/4) Statistic]

Seoul City Hall

Male : 4,887,068 people

Female : 5,138,859 people

foreign residents 135,372

foreign residents 150,157

• Total Population

Population (people)
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Population (people)

The building is highly efficient, as it is built with a
double skin façade system. About 28.3% of the
energy used in the building comes from eco-friendly
energy sources, including photovoltaic, solar thermal
and geothermal.

2018

The Green Wall is the most popular attraction at the
Seoul City Hall building. Spanning an area of 1516m2,
the size of a soccer field, this vertical garden climbs
up the inner wall, all the way from the first to the
seventh floor. It was named in the Guinness World
Records as the largest vertical garden in the world.
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The new Seoul City Hall is an eco-friendly building
with a unique exterior, the design of which is based
on the eaves of traditional Korean houses. The total
floor area of the city hall buildings is 90,743m2,
including the old city hall building, which is now the
Seoul Metropolitan Library. Government offices
account for 62% of the area, and public spaces for
citizens make up 38%.

2018

2019

Over 70,000plants of 14different species were
planted in the garden over an eight-month period.
They help to eliminate contaminants and fine dust
and regulate the temperature and humidity. When
visitors take the elevator or escalator from the
Haneul Plaza on the ninth floor down to the first
floor, where the double skin façade can be clearly
seen, it feels like being inside a space ship.
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Major Cultural Events
and Festivals of Seoul
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Cherry Blossom Festival

Hangang Summer Festival

Schedule: Every July – August
(for about a month)
Location: Hangang River & major
Hangang Parks (Yeouido, Ttukseom,
Banpo Hangang Parks)
Website: http://hangang.seoul.go.kr/
project2017

Cherry Blossom Festival Schedule:
Early April every year
Transportation:
Line 4, Seoul Grand Park Station Exit 2
Website:
http://grandpark.seoul.go.kr/
engMain.jsp

Seoul Grand Park is surrounded by Gwanaksan and Cheonggyesan

The Hangang Summer Festival that began in 2013 is one of the

Mountains. Cherry blossoms at Seoul Grand Park bloom later than

most popular festivals in Seoul visited by about 10million people

at Yeouido due to the lower amount of sunshine and temperature

each year. The festival is held between July and August with various

on average. The 4km long cherry blossom walkway at Seoul Grand

cultural experiences visitors can enjoy including camping, water

Park begins from the lake at Seoul Grand Park and continues to the

sports, film festival, street performances, and night market. The

entrance of Seoul Land. As the last tourist attraction where you can

‘2017 Hangang Summer Festival’ was held under the slogan, ‘Find

enjoy cherry blossoms in the city, the festival begins from mid-April.

New Ways to Enjoy Hangang River,’ and included over 80programs

Seoul Land becomes more popular during the festival as it opens

under three themes including Cool Hangang (water sports &

late at night for families to enjoy the amusement park and cherry

games), Inspiring Hangang (performances, watching, and passion),

blossoms at the same time.

and Together Hangang (nature, ecosystem, and relaxation)
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Seoul Lantern Festival

‘Seoul Lantern Festival’ is held by lighting hundreds of lanterns at the
distance of about 1.2km from Cheonggye Plaza to Supyogyo Bridge.

Seoul Kimchi Festival

Schedule: Every November from
the first Friday to the third Sunday
Location: Cheonggyecheon Stream
(from Cheonggye Plaza to Supyogyo
Bridge)
Transportation: Line 5,
Gwanghwamun Station, Exit 5
Website: http://www.seoullantern.
com/en/

Schedule: Every early November
Location: Seoul Plaza, Mugyo-ro
Transportation:
Line 1, City Hall Station, Exit 5
Website:
http://seoulkimchifestival.com/

The ‘Seoul Kimchi Festival’ proceeds with various programs to
experience, taste and enjoy the tradition of Kimchi making such

Since its start to celebrate the year of visiting Korea in 2009, the Seoul

as ‘Sharing of Kimchi Making’ in which citizens, companies and

Lantern Festival has become the representative festival in Seoul which

foreigners make Kimchi together for marginalized neighbors,

more than 2.5million people visit every year.

‘Master’s Kimchi Seasoning’ in which people can learn recipes of

The Seoul Lantern Festival presents various lanterns with a theme and

Kimchi masters, ‘My Own Kimchi Seasoning’ in which people make

story that fits the image of Seoul where tradition and high technologies

Kimchi with premium ingredients by themselves, ‘Foreigners’ Kimchi

coexist. Various programs such as ‘Flying the Lantern of Hope’ and

Seasoning’ in which foreigners make Kimchi, ‘Kimchi Museum’ in

‘Making Lanterns’ are prepared for citizens to participate directly.

which all about Kimchi are exhibited, ‘Special Exhibition of Local
Kimchi of Seoul‘, and ‘Kimchi Market in which people can purchase
nationwide specialties.
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Major Policies of Seoul
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Seven Projects to Establish
Global Startup City Seoul
① “Global Human Resources Pipeline” to
foster 10,000 technicians
First, 6,400 talented individuals who are

Future Seoul

specialized in Fourth Industrial Revolution
technologies will be fostered at six major bases
for new industries, including Hongneung(Bio),
Mapo(Fintech, Blockchain), and Gaepo/Yangjae

Growing Together

Seven Projects to Establish “Global
Startup City Seoul”
The seven projects are ① “Global Human
Resources Pipeline” to foster 10,000 technicians,
② “Tech Space 1000” to increase the number
of spaces for technology startups by 1,000, ③
“Strategic Growth Investment” to financially
support 3,000 startups according to their
developing stages, ④ “Growth Promotion
Platform” based on public - private partnership,
⑤ “Commercialization 180” to promptly
commercialize ideas, ⑥ “Testbed City Seoul”

(AI, Big Data).
And In November 2019, jointly with the Ministry
of Science and ICT, Seoul will establish the
“innovation school” in Gaepo Digital Innovation
Park and foster 2,000 talented individuals with
expertise in software focused on problemsolving.
Also, Seoul Startup Hub will operate the
“professional startup academy” to train 1,200
individuals with problem-solving techniques
related to the starting of a business, funding,
labor, laws, and accounts as well as on-site skills

to demonstrate innovative technology products

for startup owners.

and find markets for them, and ⑦ “Global

Seoul is also placing effort into the attraction

Market” to help 160 promising startups advance

and fostering of global talented individuals who

into overseas markets.

desire to start a business in Seoul.

© 2019 Hyungrok Ahn
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⑤ “Commercialization 180” to promptly turn

that excellent innovative startups can become

of spaces for technology startups by 1,000

ideas into pilot products

leaders to create jobs and drive economic

Second, centering around Yangjae(AI) and

Fifth, the “Commercialization 180 Project” will

Hongneung(Bio, Medicine), spaces for over

be operated to comprehensively support and

1,000 innovative startups to settle in will be

enable the manufacturing of pilot products

created. The number of companies to move in

based on innovative business ideas within 180

the complexes will double from the current 1,043

days(six months). An integrated channel to unify

to some 2,200 and the gross area for offices

the existing support for making products in

will be increased 2.4 times from 200,000m2 to

separate workshops will be operated.

② “Tech Space 1000” to increase the number

companies and graduating from being startups.

480,000m2.
Seoul Startup Hub in Mapo will become the
incubating base for newly founded technology
startups that may face difficulties in finding an
office.
③ “Strategic Growth Investment ” to
financially support 3,000 startups according to
their developing stages

⑥ “Testbed City Seoul” to demonstrate
④ “Growth Promotion Platform” based on
public-private partnership
Fourth, a “business starting platform” will be
operated, where the venture incubation area,
which the public sector has been in charge of so
far, will be opened to the experienced individuals
in the private sectors, such as companies and

innovative technology products and find
markets

overseas localization by associating startups with
global accelerators, such as Dagongfang of China
and Society3 of Switzerland, from the stage of
commercialization. Additionally, the startups will
become affiliated with renowned foreign ACs,
such as Plug & Play, KICKstart, Yozma, and P&G
Venture, so that they can enter into overseas
markets, including Silicon Valley, Israel, and
London.

Sixth, Seoul will become a testbed for innovative
products for startups that face difficulties
in finding opportunities for demonstration
and pioneering markets even after they
succeeded in the commercialization of their
technologies. By 2023, the city will provide

Third, Seoul will expand initial investment

venture investors. In the second half of 2019,

in the stage of beginning a business and

the operation of Seoul Startup Hub will be open

commercialization for startups so that they can

to global investors and accelerators so that they

overcome the valley of death to develop into

can lead the overall programs including selecting

unicorn companies. The city will enlarge the

and incubating startups, attracting investment,

⑦ “Global Market” to help 160 promising

opportunities of “exit” (where the investor or

and helping with entry into global markets. The

startups enter overseas markets

founder retrieves the funds they invested in a

same principle will be applied to Yangjae and

company) for startups by growing into larger-sized

Hongneung starting next year.

Seventh, Seoul will support strategic entry in

18

growth. Seoul will support the acceleration of

500 innovative startups with the opportunities
for demonstration and support technology
development, commercialization, and marketing.

the overseas market from the initial stage so
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Seoul Stands Tall
As the Mightiest Mice City
Raising Competitiveness in Tourism & MICE Industry

Particularly, in order to actively attract middle- and

legal compulsory education” at no cost for

large-scale MICE events(with the participation of

workers of MICE companies.

over 1,000 individuals including more than 500
foreigners), the city has established a special
support package to back up specialized tourism
programs and usage of unique venues. Seoul

In 2019, the MICE industry in Seoul achieved

City” for five consecutive years and ranked third

remarkable results. The city succeeded in

as a host city of international conferences for

attracting a total of 186 global MICE events

four consecutive years.

including the World Congress of Endourology
and hosting the International Bar Association
Conference with the participation of some
7,000 lawyers from all around the world. The

Attracting Global MICE Events Including
Middle and Large Scale MICE Events and
Expansion of Support for Hosting

will also become the first local government to

Seoul will also go ahead with the establishment

conduct joint MICE marketing by associating the

of the (tentatively named) “Leading City

tourist attractions of other cities and provinces

Council of the World’s MICE” of international

with its MICE industry. MICE events with

organizations, in which important MICE cities

the participation of over 300 foreigners that

will participate in order to build a global

include programs associated with other cities or

tourism cooperative system that is befitting to

provinces will receive funds and the welcome

Seoul’s status as the world’s third best city for

service from Seoul.

international conferences.

Comprehensive Support for Reinforcing
Competitiveness of MICE Industry
In June 2019, the Seoul MICE Industry Support
Center was established within the Seoul Tourism
Organization in order to comprehensively and
practically support the management of MICE

number of members of SMA(Seoul MICE

Seoul will reinforce the support system by

companies to reinforce their capabilities.Pilot

Alliance), the private-public consultative group

increasing the fund that is given to societies,

projects of the Seoul MICE Industry Support

forming the basis of the MICE industry of the

organizations, associations, institutions, and

Center include ▲ consultation of experts on legal,

city increased(from 260 as of 2017 to 299 as

corporations that host or attract international

labor, and personnel affairs,

of 2018). Most of all, Seoul accomplished the

conferences in Seoul from KRW 150 million to as

companies’ difficulties associated with corporate

splendid feat of being selected as the “Best Mice

much as KRW 250 million.

support programs of Seoul, and ▲ “four major

20

Raising Global Status of Seoul’s MICE
Industry and Building Vision for the
Future

▲

counseling on
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Smart Seoul is Changing
Citizens' Life
The Leap to Become a Global Innovative Smart City
Together with Companies and the Citizens
Creating a Smart City Together with
Companies and the Citizens
Seoul is being acknowledged as the world’s
best electronic government, ranking first place
seven times consecutively in a survey on 100
major electronic governments thanks to the
city’s world-class ICT infrastructure including
high-speed internet, public Wi-Fi, and its
diverse citizen participatory services including
mVoting (mobile voting) system. Based on such
infrastructure, Seoul set up a four-year smart city
action plan in 2018 to lead the age of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution and systematically respond
to the accelerated pursuit of the smart city by
the central government.

Seoul, the First Local Government to
Apply Blockchain to Administration
Seoul discovered 14 blockchain-applicable

The four-year smart city action plan aims to

administrative tasks after analyzing the city’s

revitalize the vision of the “citizen life-changing

major policies, information system, and unit

smart city, Seoul” through research with the

tasks. Next, the city prepared a standard

participation of city officials, unaffiliated experts,

classification system for blockchain tasks to apply

and research institutions following the analysis of

the blockchain technology to administration,

citizens’ demand for effective smart city projects

leading in sharing administration and

that the city has established.

administrative innovation.
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Taking the Lead as a Smart City Together
with Foreign Cities and Companies
Seoul has globally advertised the Smart City
Seoul by hosting the “Seoul Digital Summit 2018”
in September 2018 and operating the World

the private-public cooperation and big data.
By applying cutting-edge, innovative technologies
to its administration, the city will take the lead
of the sharing administration and administrative
innovation.

Smart Sustainable Cities Organization(WeGO).
Established in 2010 with Seoul taking charge,
WeGO now has 157 members including foreign
cities and companies. Based on its systematic
basic plan, ordinance, and organization that were
established in 2018, Seoul has designated 2019
as the first year of the smart city Seoul based on
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Future Smart Cars
in the Smart City Seoul
Establishment of World’s First
5G Convergence Autonomous Driving Testbed
spaces for car repair and parking, electric car

demonstration” projects that the city is executing

recharging centers, rest areas, and offices.

together with the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure

Seoul has plans to allow the emerging domestic

and Transport. The city declared 2019 as the

companies related to autonomous driving to

first year for the future transportation in Seoul

use all the equipment and convenient facilities

based on the autonomous driving and expressed

of the test bed free of charge 24/7, establishing

its ambition to pioneer the field of future

a bridgehead for such companies to enter the

transportation by developing the connected

global market.

car, 5G convergence transportation service, and
more, while innovating traffic safety.

Sangam DMC Transforms into Special
Smart City Complex
Sangam DMC is registered to be designated as
an “autonomous and 5G-SmartCity complex”

Upcoming Trial Run of
5G Self-Driving Bus

buses will begin as early as in June.
The test bed will include a “CCTV control

Transport and an “exemption law for the

Seoul completed the construction of the

platform” to control and evaluate all operations

demonstration” was requested to the central

“5G convergence autonomous driving test

of autonomous driving in real time. All the

bed,” the first of its kind in the world, in

equipment and convenient facilities that are

Sangam DMC in June 2019. It is the only test

required for the demonstration of autonomous

bed in the world where the autonomous

driving will be installed, including the 5G and

Seoul announced the plan for the construction of

buses made by SK Telecom with their own

driving based on 5G and V2X is allowed on

V2X devices that are built using only domestic

“5G convergence autonomous driving test bed”

technologies will be operating in the complex

regular roads. The trial run of 5G self-driving

technologies, high-precision maps(HD),

as one of the “smart road infrastructure(C-ITS)

more than three times a week.
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by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and

Seoul Pioneers the Development of
Future Transportation

government. With these steps set in place,
Seoul will transform Sangam DMC into a “special
autonomous driving complex.” 5G autonomous

25

Volunteer Forces for Safe Seoul
Training 100,000 Citizen Safety Guards

Safe Seoul
Pleasant and
Convenient City

Citizen Safety Guards for a Safe City
Seoul is executing the “training of 100,000 citizen
safety guards” project, a unit project related to
the realization of the Golden Time Target System
and one of the policies for the realization of a
“safe city and the reinforcement of its disaster
response system.” As the golden time paradigm
become emphasized for responding to disasters
after the Sinking of MV Sewol ferry disaster,
the project aims to promote the importance of
prompt response by the government and early
responses by citizens who are in the vicinity, as
well as train citizens who can guide themselves

safety guard, volunteers must receive 12 hours of
education – eight hours of basic education and
four hours of in – depth education.

Identification of Citizen Safety Guards
As members of a mature society, citizen safety
guards are equipped with basic knowledge of
safety. Knowing how to protect themselves and
help others in an emergency, contributing to
achieving the goal of Golden Time Targeting
System by voluntarily participating in early
response, they and other people in the vicinity
can evacuate or respond to the situation safely.

in an emergency. In order to become a citizen
© Bonil Koo
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Citizens' Voluntary Practices
to Reduce Fine Dust

Energetic Seoul Powered by
Solar Energy

Fine-Dust-Free Seoul Made with Citizens

Seoul, City of Solar Power
In order to Reach the 100% Distribution
Goal of Sunlight Generation
With the announcement of the “2022
Comprehensive Plan for the City of Solar
Power,” Seoul offered support for the central/
local government expenditures to fire stations,
Arisu Water Purification Center, and community
health centers as a way to distribute sunlight

Transformation into a City that Produces
Sustainable Energy
With diverse changes in overseas and domestic

Turning Seoul-type Emergency
Fine Dust Reduction Measures into
Advanced Policies
Seoul will turn “Seoul-type emergency fine dust
reduction measures” into advanced policies in
which citizens can participate in a variety of ways.
The “Out Fine Dust Association,” a civil society
organization related to fine dust that was
launched on February 22, 2018, promised the
participation and practice of citizens in order to
reduce the emissions of particulate matter in the
nation.
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generation plants in public sites.

The Sunlight Generation Support Center’s
One-stop Service

Accordingly, Seoul will be newly executing

conditions, energy policies should face the time

Seoul has distributed mini sunlight generation

"eight major measures." The key agenda that

of transformation. Not only Korea but also other

plants to 170,000 households as of the end of

encompasses the eight major measures is

major advanced countries are pursuing a shift

2018 and is supporting energy welfare through

“citizen-led civic engagement.”

in their energy policies. Seoul has oriented itself

the free distribution of mini solar power plants to

towards the reduction of greenhouse gases and

security offices of small-scale apartments and the

the expansion of renewable energy to respond to

establishment of small-scale sunlight generation

the energy crisis. As the city appointed sunlight

facilities.

Key to Eight Major Measures,
Citizen-Led Civic Engagement
In collaboration with the “Out Fine Dust

– energy that is free of particulate matter and

Association,” Seoul will endeavor to spread how

greenhouse gases as well as capable of being

to reduce particulate matter and raise awareness

sustainably supplied – as its new driving force

related to the “relay of one million citizens to

for growth, Seoul will be conducting the Sunlight

follow the second-day-no-driving system.”

1GW Supply Project to turn itself into a city that
produces sustainable energy.
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Squirrels for Good Mornings,
Owls for Good Nights

Pedestrian Paradise
Coming Soon

Operation of Squirrel Buses and Owl Buses

Walkable City, Seoul – Special City for Pedestrians

Squirrel Buses for Easing
Commuting Hours

Ease Down for Pedestrian
Speed Limits in Downtown Seoul

Seoul is operating Squirrel Buses to tackle the
inconveniences of citizens during the crowded
commuting hours. The demand-responsive bus

operated by Seoul since 2013, has increased to
nine as of 2018. The nighttime bus service has
quenched the thirst of nighttime workers and
small business owners, who were not able to use
existing public transportation.

Seoul announced a policy which stated that
starting in 2019, vehicles must run at the speed
of less than 50km/h on main roads and 30km/h

service is provided for routes that are primarily

on the side streets in downtown Seoul within the

selected for its congestion during commuting

four main gates. Seoul announced that the city

hours spanning longer than an hour.

will be executing the “Safe Speed 5030” policy
together with the Seoul Metropolitan Police

Currently, 31 Squirrel Buses are in operation

Agency within the four main gates of Seoul in

within seven routes for two hours between 7 a.m.

order to enhance pedestrian safety. The roads of

and 9 a.m. on weekdays and the bus fare is KRW

which the speed limits will be reduced following

1,200 when paid through a card. At inception, on

the implementation of the “Safe Speed 5030”

June 27, 2017, the operation of 18 Squirrel Buses
was launched within four routes and, in March

N16

2018, before a year passed, the number of the

N15 도봉구

Squirrel Bus increased by 13 and the routes by
three targeting commuting hours.

N13
노원구
N61

N37
강북구

N26
성북구

Owl Buses for Seoul,
a City Awake for 24 Hours
that enables citizens of Seoul to safely move

N30

중구
성동구

N61

광진구

강동구

영등포구
동작구

구로구

강남구

the streets in these zone “special streets”
equipped with basic pedestrian facilities by
repairing crosswalks and sidewalks.

Establishment of Seoul Street Vendor
Permit System
In addition, the “Seoul Street Vendor Permit
System” will be established to protect
pedestrians’ rights from disorderly and
chaotic street vendors and prevent pedestrian

Currently, the Korean National Police Agency is

profitable enterprise-like street vendors that

supervising the pre-announcement of legislation

harm the urban sidewalk environment.

roads in downtown to be less than 50km/h.

송파구

N16

Seoul, a City for Walking

inconvenience due to the existence of highly

50
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서초구
금천구

관악구

N65

N15

N13

N37

Seoul also announced that the city will pursue

during the nighttime hours. The number of

an amelioration project for the construction

routes of Owl Buses, the nighttime buses

of special pedestrian zones in green traffic

30

pedestrian zones. The projects will make

project are those inside the four main gates.

용산구

양천구

N62

Owl Buses are a means of public transportation

동대문구

마포구
강서구

restoration projects will take place in special

traffic act that defines the speed limit on regular

중랑구

N62

종로구

서대문구

“Seoul, a City for Walking” project. And the

regarding the enforcement decree of the road

은평구

N65 N26

promotion areas for the early settlement of
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The Power of the 50+Generation
Becomes the Backbone of Seoul
Support for Future 50+Generation,
New Driving Force for Growth
50 Plus Campus, Welfare and
Culture Complex for 50+Generation

Welfare Seoul

The 50 Plus Campus, under construction
or in operation in each region, provides job

Responsible for Citizens'
Livelihood

redesigning education, job searching service,
support for community activities, and more for
the middle-aged. With a gross area of about
5,000m², it is comprised of a counseling office,

50+Generation, New Driving Force for
Growth for the Future of Seoul
Seoul is the first local government that paid
attention to the significance of the 50+generation.
The city announced the “Comprehensive

seminar room, multipurpose hall, music room,
auditorium, and shared offices and offers various
contents.

50+Generation to Become Backbone of
Our Society

Support Plan for 50+generation” to make the

The 50+generation is expected to become a

50+generation the backbone generation of Seoul

massive social capital with the aid of the “double-

and has established a differentiated support

cropping policy for the 50+generation.” The

system exclusively for the 50+generation. In April

policy will result in the expansion of infrastructure

2016, the city founded 50 Plus Foundation, a

for the 50+generation in order to create an

think tank and control tower to lead policies for

environment in which the 50+generation can

the 50+generation and the center of networks.

exert their abilities and skills .

© 2019 Sungwoo Lee
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Youth Allowance,
the Bright Future of Youth

Smart Seoul, Convenient Life,
Happy Citizens

“Youth Allowance” to Secure Time for Young People

Free Public Wi-Fi Throughout the City of Seoul!

One’s youth, a beautiful and lively period of life, is an important

By 2022, Seoul will become a “data-free city” where everyone

time during which one should make a blueprint for one’s future

can use public Wi-Fi whenever and wherever they want. The IoT

and develop oneself. Seoul is the first local government that

network will also be expanded throughout Seoul, enabling citizen-

executed “Youth Allowance,” a policy that directly helps the youth

friendly services such as shared parking, smart street lamps, and

and gives them hope, which was proposed in 2015. The policy

prevention of disappearance using IoT sensors.

received positive reviews regarding its true goals, that is, the

The major projects of the S-Net(Smart Seoul Net) Action Plan

independence of the 2030 generation, the restoration of their

include ① the construction of the municipal network, ②

confidence, the improvement of their sense of responsibility as

the establishment of public Wi-Fi access points, and ③ the

members of society, and the restoration of their trust in society.

construction of the IoT network.

“Youth Allowance” for More Young People in Seoul

First, Seoul will build the S-Net, which will be 4,237 km long,
throughout Seoul. There have been cases in which institutions

Young people can achieve their dreams or contemplate their
futures if they are given the time and opportunity. Youth
Allowance presents the necessary time for the youth who are
working as temporary workers or are having a tough time while
seeking employment. Beginning in 2016, Youth Allowance has
been offered to the young people who passed an initial screening.
Starting in 2020, however, a greater number of young people living
in Seoul will benefit from Youth Allowance. Any young person
who is searching for a job or is unemployed can apply for Youth
Allowance following the announcement on the Seoul Youth Portal.
Youth Allowance provided by Seoul, the symbolic KRW 500,000,
is becoming a driving force in the lives of the youth by enhancing
their quality of life, restoring their social relationships, and allowing

constructed their own network for administrative purposes or to
Support for Youth Allowance
• Targets for support: unemployed
young people ages 19-34 have
graduated from college/university
more than two years ago
(household income: less than 150%
of the median income)
• Support: KRW 500,000 × 6 months
per individual, once in a lifetime
• Recruitment: March-April, 2020,
to be announced on the website
of Seoul Youth Portal (youth.seoul.
go.kr)

control their infrastructure, but this is the first time a city has built
a municipal network throughout a metropolis like Seoul.
Second, public Wi-Fi will make Seoul a city in which no one is

For Inquiries:
Information Communication &
Security Division
+82-2-2133-2864

disconnected from wireless networks. The Wi-Fi network will not
only be expanded to major streets, the subway, and parks, but also
citizens’ living spaces like welfare facilities, community spaces, and
village buses.
Third, 1,000 IoT base stations will be established on S-Net that will
be expanded to 4,237 km, creating an IoT foundation to provide
the complex services of the smart city.

them to participate in several youth-vitalizing programs.
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Hopeful Support for
Young Sweet Home
Security Deposit Support for
Young People and Newlyweds
couple that married within the past five years
or is to be married within six months, and the
annual income of the couple must be less than
KRW 80 million in order to receive support. For a
house or studio of less than 60 m² and less than
KRW 190 million, the smaller amount between
less than 88% of the security deposit or KRW
25 million is offered in the form of support. The
annual interest rate is 2% based on the interest

Security Deposit Support for
Young People

support from the government, and the term of

The targets of security deposit support include

Security Deposit Support for Newlyweds

those who are seeking jobs, newly employed
individuals, university students, and graduate
students ages 19-39. Job seekers whose parents

Residential Stepping Stone for Lessening
the Burden of House Rental for Youths
and Newlyweds
Fewer people are getting married due to the
difficulties related to attaining a house and
fewer married couples are having children due
to the poor residential environment.
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Seoul began to offer security deposit support
for young people and newlyweds in order
to tackle the residential problems of young
adults who are suffering from the burdens of
rent costs that are expensive in comparison to
their incomes due to the rise in interest rates
in an unemployment crisis.

make an annual income of less than KRW 60
million and couples who make an annual income
of less than KRW 50 million may receive security
deposit support.

Security Deposit Support for Newlyweds
The target of security deposit support for
newlyweds is a houseless “bread maker,” a

the loan is as long as eight years.

The housing poverty rate for single-person
households of young people is 37.2% and
the population between ages 19-39 who
moved out of the city over the past five years
amounts to 560,000 individuals. Seoul began to
support 145,000 households of young people
and newlyweds in order to tackle the factors
threatening the city’s development as the youth
hesitate to get married or have babies due to the
difficulties of acquiring a house.
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New Life to the Locals,
New Attraction to Visitors
The Construction of Gyeongui Line Forest Park
Discovering a Land of Opportunity While
Building the Underground Railway

Balanced Seoul

Sustainable Development

Seoul signed an MOU with Korea Rail Network
Authority for the gratuitous use of the site above
the state-owned land (the underground railway)
on December 20, 2010, and began construction
of the Gyeongui Line Forest Park in order to offer
benefits to the local residents who suffered due

was established over the section between
Changjeon-dong and Daeheung-dong. Before
it was constructed, people had to cross the
crosswalk located about 40m away from the park
in order to cross over into the next section. The
pedestrian overpass was built with a gentle slope
in order for the elderly and the disabled to use it
without inconvenience.

to the construction noise and the severance

As a linear park containing history and culture

between the upper and lower spaces. The park,

built on the land that was vacant following the

which was completed in July 2017, is filled with

underground reconstruction of the Gyeongui Line

history and culture and includes walking trails,

railroad, Gyeongui Line Forest Park is popular

picnic venues, and parks. The park is built on a

not only among local residents but also among

site of 102,008 m², stretching over the length of

citizens living in other areas.

6.3 km.

The Birth of a Pedestrian Overpass
Linking the Disconnected Parks
In December 2018, the construction of a
pedestrian overpass was completed, linking the
disconnected parts of the Gyeongui Line Forest
Park. The overpass was officially opened to the
public on the 31st of December. The pedestrian
overpass, which is 3.8m wide and 125m long,
© 2019 Chulwoong Kim
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A Dream Island Where
Citizens Meet with Nature

Share Lots of Cars,
Share Parking Lots

Opening of Nodeulseom Cultural Complex

Shared Car & Shared Parking System

Transformation of Nodeulseom into
a Cultural Complex for Citizens

Borrow Rather than Buy a Car

In 2013, Seoul opened six forums to set up basic directions for the

transport-related urban problems, including congestion, parking

development and principles of the construction and held a citizens’

difficulties, energy depletion, and environmental issues. Seoul is

idea contest, photo contest, debate forums, and collected experts'
drawings before making a decision to turn Nodeulseom into a place

The steady increase in the number of cars is causing various

© Jaewoong Chae

pursuing the car-sharing policy, or shared car vitalization policy, in
order to build up the foundation for solving transportation problems

which citizens can take care of and delighted with together. The

through changes in car ownership and car usage culture. Seoul is

construction was to be completed in steps. After having continuous

running its car-sharing service in cooperation with two enterprises,

discussions with citizens and experts on ways to utilize the island

Green Car and SOCAR. Currently, 4,688 vehicles are on call at 1,444

since 2012, the Nodeul Dream Island Contest took place from

indoor and outdoor parking lots.

2015 to 2016, leading to the decision to make the island a “musicfocused cultural complex.” The design has been created jointly by
the city and the design contest winner. By September 2019, the
construction will be complete and the Island will be open to regular
citizens.

Preparation for Preservation Plan of Biotope and
Narrow-mouthed Toads

Relieving Parking Problems through
Shared Car Parking System
Seoul addresses parking problems and enhances citizens’ parking
convenience by building and operating an integrated parking
information system through which real-time parking information
based on big data and IoT can be easily accessed on the mobile app.
The shared car parking system is a project to share empty parking

Seoul is carefully taking action including the design and preparatory

lots to tackle parking problems. The project applies an IoT-based

procedures in order to make Nodeulseom a new attraction for the

shared car parking system to green parking lots that are pursued

joy and relaxation of citizens. Nodeulseom will house a performance

by the city of Seoul. For the realization of the shared car parking

hall, multipurpose hall, and Nodeul Forest, becoming once again an

system, 23,000 residential parking lots will be registered and the

attraction to be visited and enjoyed by a great number of citizens.

number of registered attached parking lots will be increased to
1,500.
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Walking Trails for
Citizens' Balanced Life
Seoul Guided Walking Tour
neighboring mountainous trails, eco-cultural
trails, and Hangang/stream-side trails.

1. Seoul Dulle-gil
Seoul Dulle-gil is a representative trail
constructed through the restoration of a
large circular course that links the four outer
mountains of Seoul. The 157-kilmometer trail
snakes along the outskirts of Seoul, connecting
Gwanaksan Mountain, Bukhansan Mountain,
Daemosan Mountain, Suraksan Mountain,
Bongsan Mountain, Achasan Mountain, and
more.

In order to become a walkable city, Seoul
has connected the mountainous trails that
encompass the city and linked the city wall
trails and Hangang riverside walkways. In this
way, the city began to offer special experiences
through which the people can feel like they are
the owners of the road, despite the presence of
motor vehicles.

2. Hanyangdoseong (Seoul City Wall) Trail
As the fence of Seoul, Hanyangdoseong has
had a great influence on the lives of residents
in Seoul. Today’s Hanyangdoseong-gil is
comprised of six sections, including the “Baegak
Trail” that spans from Changuimun Gate to
Hyehwamun Gate, “Naksan Trail” that spans from
Hyehwamun Gate through Heunginjimun Park
to Heunginjimun Gate, and “Inwang Trail” that
spans from the site of Donuimun Gate through
Inwangsan Trail to Changuimun Gate. The whole
trail stretches over 18.6 kilometers in a circular
shape following the city wall and fortresses.

Seoul Dudeurim
Seoul Dudeurim-gil is a pedestrian trail where
visitors can feel, learn about, and experience
the beautiful ecology, history, and cultural
resources of Seoul. Following the walking course,
you can enjoy slow rhythms and relax in the busy
downtown area.
Seoul Dudeurim-gil is categorized into Seoul
Dulle-gil, Hanyangdoseong (Seoul City Wall) Trail,
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The Subway Serves
as Nearby Libraries
Borrow Books at 24/7 Smart Library in Subway Stations
A “Smart Library” is a library setup at a subway station, where you
can borrow books without having to make a reservation. You can
return the books at the same place. In short, you can borrow and
return books conveniently at a subway station while commuting.
‘B,’ a university student, uses the U-library at a subway station to
borrow and return books. Unlike the smart library that doesn’t
require a reservation, the U-library is where you can borrow and
return books for which you made a reservation on the website of
the local library.
To use the smart library, you should check local libraries in the
region you are living in. Visit the library for the issuance of a
membership card. For instance, in Seongbuk-gu, the issuance of
a membership card is completed after signing up on the library’s
website and visiting the library with your identification card. Even
those who live in other regions can become members.

Citizens Dream, Seoul Creates

Once you’ve got a membership card, it’s time to use the
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smart library. Verify your smart library membership using your
membership card. Now, choose the book you want to read and
borrow it. You may find that the smart library lacks the book you
want to borrow. If that is the case, you’d better take advantage of
a U-library.
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